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Fearless Millionaire - Getting You To A Million
Faster!

Biography
Our Mission at the Fearless Millionaire is to inspire, motivate, and empower to action Entrepreneurs and
Business Owners to the next level of growth.
The Fearless Millionaire was founded in 2004 by Portuguese Entrepreneur, Speaker and Business Coach
Nathan Amaral.
With a passion for Entrepreneurship, Personal Development & Successful Living, Nathan created the Fearless
Millionaire Freedom Formula with the intention of educating and inspiring likeminded people to always strive
for success no matter what circumstances they are in.
Nathan knows the greatest reward in becoming a millionaire is not just the amount of money that you earn, it’s
the kind of person that you become on the journey.
"I believe that the only thing separating us from our deepest desires is fear, and in the action of faith we can
achieve our wildest dreams."

Availability
Keynote, Workshop, Author Appearance, Corporate Training

Industry Expertise
Business Services, Professional Training and Coaching, Direct Marketing

Areas of Expertise
Real Estate, Sales, Marketing

Sample Talks

Unstoppable Confidence
A 3-Part System for Discovering Your Inner Strength and Moving You Confidently Into the Future…
Are you ready to embrace the warrior within?
Unstoppable Confidence is a step by step method that allows you to easily tap into your inner strength, even if
it’s been buried for years beneath layers of self doubt and fear.

Event Appearances
Fearless Millionaire™ - Getting You To A Million Faster!
Financial Freedom Breakthrough 2013

Education
Bristol Community College
Business Administration Marketing

Accomplishments
Skydiver
You Only Live Once
1st Real Estate Deal
Closed 1st real estate deal at the age of 20
1st Hard Money Loan
Funded 1st hard money loan over $50k at age 21
Speaker/Trainer
Gave my first training to a group of 11 people at the age of 22
Consulting Company
Started a dream company of consulting in 2007

Testimonials
Dave Seymour
"There is no one else I know that can make someone have breakthrough in their life than Nathan Amaral."

Chris Bowser
“Nathan Amaral understands that to become a millionaire, it starts with a change in your thinking. You must
treat every challenge, every interaction and every business decision with the same positive and professional
outlook.”
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